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Mb Highly Compressed.Q: save only updated object
in core data I read the documentation and tried to

understand what's going on but still didn't find a good
explanation. Suppose I have an entity "Car" and I

fetch some instances from the database with the store
coordinator. Now I want to update a specific

attribute of all those instances. I call the class method
of the store coordinator -

(void)addOrUpdateCars:(NSMutableArray *)cars
block:(void (^)(NSError *error))block and pass to it
the array of instances. Now I want to save only the
modified instances. How can I know which of the

passed instances were updated? Do I need to create a
new NSManagedObjectContext? or just to save the

store coordinator? A: What I have is an
NSManagedObjectContext which gets persistency

between 5 calls. -
(void)addOrUpdateCars:(NSMutableArray *)cars

block:(void (^)(NSError *error))block So I can pass
the NSManagedObjectContext to the block as a

closure. That way I know what changed. What came
first? Why? And how? These questions are central to
human biological evolution and are being addressed
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by the international community through modern
genetic research. The present proposal is designed to
elucidate the evolution of eyes on land vertebrates,

including a large
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